
AMBANI GROUP BUSINESS PLAN

Inside Mukesh Ambani's plan to make Reliance a zero-net debt company in 18 months. Reliance has invested nearly Rs
lakh crore over the.

Moody's rated "Baa3, Investment grade, constrained by the sovereign ceiling". The Sebi inquiry also said RSL
collected higher securities transaction tax from its clients in , allotted more than one terminal in the same
segment for a single user, and also collected cheques in the name of Reliance Money. RIL has agreed to form
a long-term partnership in oil to chemicals they call it O2C division. Now, the energy business is under threat
due to a shift from fossil fuels to renewables, and Ambani acknowledges that. Ambani added, "we transferred
our telecom infrastructure assets to two separate infrastructure trusts for a consideration of Rs 1. Brokerage,
not fully equipped to handle its customer base at the time, used the name Reliance Money at all its offices and
on employee visiting cards, instead of Reliance Securities, which was the registered trading member, leading
to confusion. Ambani said Saudi Aramco will buy 20 per cent stake in Reliance's oil and chemicals business at
an enterprise value of USD 75 billion while BP will pick up 49 per cent in the company's network of petrol
pumps and aviation fuel facilities. The in-place volume of natural gas was in excess of 7 trillion cubic feet,
equivalent to about 1. After the death of Dhirubhai Ambani in , the management of the company was taken up
by both the brothers. Analysts said, "Saudi Aramco will get a dedicated buyer for its crude with the acquisition
of 20 per cent stake in RIL. The twin deals will help cut some of the Rs 2,88, crore group debt as on June 30, 
Saudi Aramco will supply 5 lakh barrels of crude oil every day to RIL's Jamnagar refinery on a long-term
basis. The deal with Aramco covers all of Reliance's refining and petrochemicals assets as well as the
remainder of stake the firm has in fuel retailing business after selling 49 per cent to BP, he said. Over the past
40 years, RIL has periodically transformed its core business through backward integration. RIL will get more
cash from the new investor in consumer business for reducing the debt further. It offers a range of products
based on solar energy: solar lanterns, home lighting systems, street lighting systems, water purification
systems, refrigeration systems and solar air conditioners. In the 15th year of operation, Jio Institute is
projected to have 10, students and the net revenue, after fee waivers is expected to be Rs 1, crore. Reliance's
existing 1,odd petrol pumps, as well as 31 aviation fuel stations, will be transferred to the new joint venture
where BP will hold 49 per cent equity stake. It clarified that Jio Institute was chosen under the greenfield
category. Netizens not only took digs at Jio Institute, Ambanis and the Modi government, who they believe
were colluding to thrust the institute to the top, they also questioned the legitimacy of the four-member expert
panel's decision. The pipeline carries petroleum products including naphtha and kerosene. He also said that Jio
is ready for 5G business. Brokerage also did not maintain clear segregation between broking and other
activities of group companies. However, the unveiling of growth and debt reduction plans failed to cheer
investors as RIL's share price rose just 0. These are expected to generate an inflow of Rs 1. It specializes in
manufacturing, branding, and marketing Reliance Industries' products in bio-pharmaceuticals, pharmaceuticals
, clinical research services, regenerative medicine , molecular medicine , novel therapeutics, biofuels , plant
biotechnology, and industrial biotechnology sectors of the medical business industry. RSL had failed to update
client details despite the stock exchanges pointing this out in their inspection reports. The company is now at
an inflection point where it needs to slash liabilities on the books - RIL's gross debt is 3. In its second year, the
earnings from tuition and hostel fee would increase to Rs crore from 2, students. SEBI probed transactions by
entities that participated in and led to some three months of speculative rally after which the RPL stock surged
to an all-time intraday high of Rs on 1 November  These details were provided by the institution in its
application to the central government. Approximately 3. Chargesheet also mentioned criminal offences with
dishonest intention and causing wrongful loss totaling Rs 


